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Set-valued measures whose values are subsets of a Banach space are studied. 
Some basic properties of these set-valued measures are given. Radon-Nikodym 
theorems for set-valued measures are established, which assert that under 
suitable assumptions a set-valued measure is equal (in closures) to the indefinite 
integral of a set-valued function with respect to a positive measure. Set-valued 
measures with compact convex values are particularly considered. 
A Banach space X is said to have the Radon-Nikodym property (RNP) if for 
each finite measure space (Q ~8, JL) and each p-continuous X-valued measure 
m: LX! -+ ;t of bounded variation, there exists a Bochner integrable function 
f: D -+ X such that m(A) = sA f dp f or all A E &. Radon-Nikodym theorems 
of Dunford and Pettis [12] and Phillips [23] show that every separable dual space 
and every reflexive space has the RNP. The geometric conditions equivalent 
to the RNP have been obtained recently by Davis and Phelps [8], Huff [18], 
Maynard [21], Phelps [22], Rieffel [25], and others. In these researches, the main 
geometric notion is that of dentability which was introduced by Rieffel [25]. 
Diestel and Uhl [II] is a survey of the RNP, which contains also a number of 
open problems. 
In recent years, the study of measurable set-valued functions has been develop- 
ed extensively, with applications to mathematical economics and control theory, 
by many authors; see Aumann [3], Castaing [5], Debreu [9], Himmelberg [1;7, 
Hukuhara [19], Rockafellar [27], etc. We have presented in [16] a theory of 
integrals, conditional expectations, and martingales of set-valued functions. Also 
set-valued measures and set-valued Radon-Nikodym theorems have been 
discussed by several authors; see Artstein [2], Castaing [6], Cost& [7, 301, Costi: 
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and Pallu de La Barr&e [31], Debreu and Schmeidler [lo], and Godet-Thobie 
[14]. In these papers, three approaches can be distinguished‘ according to the 
range space including values of set-valued measures, which is R” [2, lo], 
Banach space [7, 301, or locally convex topological space [6, 14, 311. The purpose 
of this paper is to establish Radon-Nikodym theorems for set-valued measures 
whose values are subsets of a Banach space having the RNP. 
In this paper, let (Q, -01, cl) be a u-finite measure space and 3E a real (separable) 
Banach space. We shall consider set-valued measures M: JZZ’ -+ 2x. In Section 1, 
after stating definitions and notations we shall give some basic properties of 
set-valued measures. In Section 2, we shall investigate the existence of (generaliz- 
ed) selections of set-valued measures. In Section 3, we shall give a brief summary 
of the measurability and integration of set-valued functions F: Q - 2r, and 
state several results shown in [16] which will be needed in this paper. In Section 4, 
we shall establish (generalized) Radon-Nikodym theorems for set-valued 
measures. The main theorem asserts that if 3E has the RNP and if M: & + 2x is 
a p-continuous set-valued measure of bounded variation, then there exists an 
integrably bounded set-valued function F: Sz --+ 2J such that cl M(A) = 
cl sA F dp for all A E &‘. In Section 5, we shall consider set-valued measures 
with compact convex values, and give the set-valued version of Rieffel’s theorem 
[26’J Finally in Section 6, we shall consider set-valued martingales and their 
convergence. 
1. SET-VALUED MEASIXWS 
Throughout this paper, let (Q, .&) be a measurable space with & a u-field of 
measurable subsets of the set Q. Let 3E be a real Banach space with the dual 
space 3Z*, and 2x the family of all nonempty subsets of 3E. For X E 2x, let cl X 
and Co X denote the closure of X and the closed convex hull of X, respectively. 
The number 1 X 1 is defined by 
For two closed bounded X, YE 2x, let 6(X, Y) denote the Hausdor- metric of 
X and Y, i.e., 
VC Y) = m={~~ 0, Y), zf d(y, X>>. (1.1) 
A set-valued set function M: sd -+ 2x is said to be countably additive if 
MU;=‘=, A,) = Ck Mb%) f or every sequence {An} of pairwise disjoint ele- 
ments of &, where given a sequence {X,,} in 2x the sum Cr==, X,, is defined as 
follows: 
x E 3Z : x = T x, (unconditionally convergent), x, E X, , 
12=1 
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We call M: ~2 + 2X a set-valued measure if M is countably additive and 
M(B) = (0). It immediately follows that if M: & 4 2X is countably additive, 
then the boundedness of M( ~a> implies M( @ ) = (0). 
Let M: & -+ 23 be a set-valued measure. For each A E .xz’, define 
I M I (4 = sup i I M(A,)I, 
i=l 
(1.2) 
where the supremum is taken over all finite measurable partitions {A, ,..., A,} of 
A. If I MI (9) < co, then we call M to be of bounded variation. Note that if 
M:d-+2~ is a set-valued measure of bounded variation, then ~~~, X, is 
absolutely convergent for each x, E iVZ(A,) with pairwise disjoint (A,} C ,zzl. We 
first observe the following proposition. The proof can be carried out as in the 
case of the total variation of a usual X-valued measure (cf. [13, pp. 98, 1281). 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let M: JZJ’ -+ 2r be a set-valued measwe. Then the set 
function I M I dejined by (1.2) is a positive measure on &‘. 
An element A E & is said to be an atom of a set-valued measure IM: &’ + 23, 
if M(A) # (0) and if either M(B) = (0) or M(A\B) = (0) holds for every 
B C A, B E @‘. It is readily seen that A E & is an atom of M if and only if A is an 
atom of I M I. A set-valued measure having no atoms is called nonatomic. 
The following theorem given by Cost6 [7, ThCoreme 41 is the infinite-dimen- 
sional version of Artstein [2, Theorem 4.21, and it can be proved along the same 
lines. We include the details for completeness. The definition of set-valued 
measures in [7] is slightly different from ours, and so we give the proof which is 
simpler than that in [7]. A dyadic structure of A E &(cf. [2]) is a collection of 
measurable sets A(Q~, ‘.. Ed), where ci = 0, 1 and K = 1, 2,..., such that 
A(0) u A(1) = A and A(e, ... ~~0) U A(Q ... ~1) = A(+ ..* Q), 
A(0) n A(1) = m and A(Q .-- ~~0) n A(el ... E/J) = 0. 
THEOREM 1.2. Assume that X has the -P. Let 1M: JY? + 2” be a nonatomic 
set-valued measure of bounded variation. Then for every A E ~2, cl M(A) is conerex. 
Proof. It suffices to consider the case A = Q. We take a finite measure 
t.~ = I M I on & by Proposition 1.1. Since p is nonatomic, there exists a dyadic 
structure {A(E, .*a +)} of Q satisfying p(A(cl a-- ck)) = 2-k p(Q). To show the 
convexity of cl M(Q), we need only prove that if xi , x, E M(Q) and 0 < a < 1, 
then 
ax1 + (1 - a) xs E cl M(Q). (1.3) 
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Now let x1 , x2 E M(G) and 0 < OL < 1 be given. Then we can select elements 
Xlkl *.. Ed) and xs(cr .** EJ, where ci = 0, 1 and k = 1, 2 ,..., such that 
x&1 ... %) E M(-+l ... 4), 
Xj(0) + 3Ej(l) = xj , 
X&l ... $0) + Xj(‘1 ... EJ) = Xj(Ei ... EJ, j = 1,2. 
Thus finitely additive X-valued set functions m, and m2 can be defined on the 
field JB, generated by {A(c, ... l J> so that 
m@(el ... q”)) = X&l ‘.. E,t”), j = 1,2. 
Let &, be the u-field generated by &s. Since I/ mj(A)II < p(A) for all A E do , 
it is easy to see that m, and mz have the extensions to I-valued measures on ~2, 
which are of bounded variation and p-continuous. Denote these extensions by 
the same m, and me . Since I has the RNP, there are Bochner integrable func- 
tions fi , fa: IR + X such that mi(A) = jA fj dp for all A E &i and j = 1, 2. 
Thus it follows from [29] that the closure of the range of 30 X-valued measure 
m1 , mr) is convex in X @ 3. For any E > 0, since (m,(o), mz( IZ()) = (0,O) and 
LP), mzPN = ( xi , x2), there exists an A E AZZ~ satisfying 
II wj - mdA)II < 4 j= 1,2. 
Since lim,,, (1 mi(A,) - mj(A)ll = 0 with a sequence {A,} in ,aZ, such that 
p(A,JA) -+ 0, we deduce that A can be chosen from do . If A E &,, , then we 
have 
and 
m,(A) + m&J\4 E M(A) + M(Q\A) = M(Q) 
II ax1 + (1 - 4 x2 - m,(A) - m@\4II 
d II ooc, - mdA)II + II mz - m&W < E. 
Thus (1.3) is proved. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Under the assumptions in the above theorem, it is known that 
cl[UaCd M(A)] is convex (cf. [2, Theorem 4.41 and [7, ThCoreme 51). 
For a set-valued measure M: & + 2 x, the set-valued set function on A? 
induced by taking cl M(A) ( or Co M(A)) is not always a set-valued measure (see 
Example 1.4(2) below). However we have the following: 
THEOREM 1.3. Let M: S? --f 2% be a set-valued measure of bounded variation 
such that M(Q) is relatively weakly compact. For A E ~2, letm(A) and Co M(A) be 
the weak closure and the closed convex hull of M(A), respectively. Then m and 
Co M are set-valued measures on JS’, and 1 M [(A) = In I(A) = I Co MI(A) for 
all A E CS’. 
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PYOO~. We shall prove that Co M is a set-valued measure. The proof form 
is parallel. For every A E &, since M(A) + M(SZ\A) == M(Q), it follows that 
M(A) is relatively weakly compact, and thus Co M(A) is weakly compact (cf. 
[13, p. 4341). To prove the countable additivity, let {A,} be any sequence of 
pairwise disjoint elements of &. Then the equality 
M CA ( 
n=1 
n)= 2 W.)+M( fi An) 
?L=l n=kfl 
implies 
k 
= 1 EtiM(A,)+GSM 
n=1 
Since M is of bounded variation, it follows that both Co M(u~ak+, A,) and 
xt=k+l Co M(A,) are weakly compact. Thus, using [24, Lemma 31, we have 
,(GM(lj An), ‘f GM(A,)) 
?I==1 ?&=l 
==a &-(A,) +cOM( fi An), i EGM(A,) f f GM(A,) 
n=k+l ?I=1 n=k+l 
<2 f IMl(A,J+O, 
e=k+l 
as k + 00, so that Co M(urcl A,) = x.,“=, Z6 M(A,). Finally it is obvious that 
IMI=Ii@I=IZSMIond. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLES 1.4. (1) Let m be an S-valued measure on ~2. Define M: &-+ 2% 
by 
M(A) = {m(B): B E cd, B C A}, AEd. 
Then M is a set-valued measure. It is immediate that M is nonatomic if and 
only if m is so. For A E J&‘, I MI (A) is equal to the total variation of m on A. 
Since M(Q) is the range of m, Theorem 1.2 is regarded as a generalization of 
[29, Theorem 11. Moreover, since M(Q) is relatively weakly compact (cf. [4, 
Theorem 2.9]), m and Co M taken in Theorem 1.3 are also set-valued measures. 
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(2) Suppose S is nonreflexive. According to [20, (4.211, 3E contains two 
disjoint closed bounded convex sets X and Y which cannot be separated. 
Therefore the set X - Y = (x - y : x E X, y E Y} is not closed. Let ([0,2), 
-02, p) be the Lebesgue measure space on [0,2), and define M: & + 2E by 
M(A) = 4-J n LO, 1)) X - P(A n [l, 2)) Y, AE&. 
Then M is a set-valued measure having convex values. Since 
cl M([O, 1)) + cl M([l, 2)) = x - Y # cl (X - Y) = cl M([O, 2)), 
it is seen that Theorem 1.3 is not true without the assumption of M(G)) being 
relatively weakly compact. In this connection, see Corollary 4.4 in Section 4. 
2. SELECTIONS OF SET-VALUED MEASURES 
Let M: JZZ’ -+ 2% be a set-valued measure. We call an X-valued measure 
m: d + X a selection of M if m(A) E M(A) for all A E J&‘, and a generalized 
selection of M if m(A) E cl M(A) f or all A E &. To investigate the existence of 
(generalized) selections of set-valued measures, we shall first give the following 
two propositions. 
Recall the notions of exposed and strongly exposed points: A point x of a set 
K C X is called exposed if there exists an x* E fi* such that (x, x*) > < y, x*) 
for all y E K\(x), and strongZy exposed if there exists an x* E r* such that 
{x, x*) > (y, x*) for all y E K\(x) and such that if (xn} C K and <x, , x*) -+ 
(x, x*) then I/ x, - x II--+ 0. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let M: ~2 -+ 2% be a set-valued measure of bounded 
variation. If x is an exposed point of M(Q), then there exists a selection m of M such 
that m(Q) = x. 
PY@. Let x* E X* be such that (x, x*) > (y, x*> for all y E M(Q)\(x). For 
each A E ~2, we get x = u + v where u E M(A) and v E M(D\A). Since 
<x9 x*> = =JJY> x*> = y~=&<Y> x*> + sup <Y, x*)9 
EM(B\A) 
it is easy to see that (u, x*) > (y, x*) for all y E M(A)\(u). Thus it is shown 
that given A E & there exists a point m(A) E M(A) which is exposed by x*. It 
remains to show that m is an J-valued measure. Let {An} C ~2 be pairwise 
disjoint, and A = uzE, A, . Since X:=1 m(A,) is absolutely convergent to an 
element in M(A), and 
we have m(A) = C,“=l m(A& Q.E.D. 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. Let M: & --f 2% be a set-valued measure of bounded varia- 
tion. If x is a strongly exposed point of cl M(Q), then there exists a generalized 
selection m of M such that m(Q) = x. 
Proof. Let K = cl M(Q), and let x E K be strongly exposed by an element 
x* E X*. Given A E &, let 
cl = =&tn x*>, B = SUP <Y, x*>, 
?EM(R\A) 
and take a sequence (~3 C M(A) such that 
<%a 9 x*> > d - l/n, n 3 1. 
For any t > 0, there exists a 6 > 0 such that ify E K and <y, x*) > (x, x*) - S 
then jl y - x Ij < E. Choosing an element ~1 E M(SZ\A) such that (v, x*) > /? 
- S/2, we have 
(%a + v, x*> I==- a+ /3 - 6, n 3 2/S. 
Since u, + w E K and 01+ p = (x, x*), we have // u, + v - x 11 < c for 
n > 2/S, so that {un} is Cauchy. Hence there is a u E cl M(A) such that 11 u, - u )/ 
+ 0 and so (u, x*) = 01. Moreover, the uniqueness of u E cl M(A) satisfying 
(u, x*> = a is easily verified. Thus we deduce that given A E & there exists a 
unique m(A) E cl M(A) such that 
Now that m is an X-valued measure follows as in the proof of Proposition 2.1. 
Q.E.D. 
According to [l, Theorem 41, every weakly compact convex subset of a 
Banach space is the closed convex hull of its exposed points. Furthermore, it 
was shown in [28, Corollary 71 that every weakly compact convex subset is the 
closed convex hull of its strongly exposed points. We then have the following: 
THEOREM 2.3. Let M: .s&‘-+ 2x be a set-valued measure of bounded variation 
such that M(Q) is relatively weakly compact where Q’ is the nonatomicpart of 1 M I. 
Then for every A E & and x E M(A), there exists a generalized selection m of M 
such that m(A) = x. 
Proof. It is sufficient to consider the case A = Q. Let x E M(Q) be given. 
We get x = y + z where y E M(Q’) and z E M(Q\Q’). Take a collection {BJ 
of finite or countable pairwise disjoint atoms of 1 M 1 for which S\g = vi B, . 
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Then we get z = xi zi where zi E M(B,). Since Bi is an atom of M, we can 
define as follows: For A E de, A C B, , 
If we define 
m(A) = 0 if M(A) = {0}, 
= zi if M(B,\A) = (0). 
m(A) = xi m(A n B,), AEd,ACl2\SZ’, 
then m is a selection of M on (A E d : A C sZ\G’} such that m(s2\G’) = z. 
Consequently, we may assume that Sz = 52’, i.e., M is nonatomic. Then it 
follows from Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 that M’: LZ’ -+ 23 given by M’(A) = cl M(A) 
is a set-valued measure whose values are weakly compact and convex. We shall 
now show that for any E > 0 there exists a selection m’ of M’ such that 
b;(f) - x II < E- G iven E > 0, we can choose exposed points xi ,..., x, E M’(Q) 
1 ,***> alz > 0 with c& oli = 1 such that 
By Proposition 2.1, there exists, for 1 < i < n, a selection m,’ of M’ such that 
mi’(L2) = xi . Defining 
m’(A) = f cQrni’(A), AEd, 
i=l 
we have a desired selection of M’. 
Thus there exists a sequence {mlc} of selections of M’ such that 11 m&2) - x I\ 
-+ 0. We now consider {mk} as a sequence in the product space nIAEd M’(A) 
where each M’(A) possesses the weak topology. Since naed M’(A) is compact 
in the product topology, we can select a cluster point m of {ml,}. It is clear that 
m(G) = x. It remains to show that m is an X-valued measure. To see this, let 
{A,} C .d be pairwise disjoint, and A = lJzzl A, . For any E > 0, taking an n,, 
such that Ey=n,+l 1 M 1 (AJ < E, we have 
so that 
Ii m(A) - i m(A) 11 < E, a 3 no. 61 
This shows that m(A) = ET1 m(AJ. Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY 2.4. Let M: & + 2x be a set-valued mea-sure of bounded variation. 
If  M(Q) is relatively weakly compact, then UaEd M(A) is relatively weakly 
compact. Moreover, if X has the RiVP and M(Q) is relatively compact, then 
u aed M(A) is relatively compact. 
Proof. I f  M(Q) is relatively weakly compact, then it follows from the above 
theorem that there exists a generalized selection m of M. Let V be the range of m. 
For each A E ~2, since M(A) + M(SZ\A) = M(Q), we have 
Hence we have 
M(A) C cl M(Q) - m(Q\A). 
A$ M(A) C cl M(Q) - V. 
Thus the corollary is proved from the facts that V is relatively weakly compact 
(cf. [4, Theorem 2.9]), and that if X has the RNP, then V is relatively compact 
(cf. [29, Theorem 11). Q.E.D. 
The following characterization of the RNP is due to Phelps [22, Theorem 91: 
A Banach space X has the RNP if and only if every closed bounded convex 
subset of X is the closed convex hull of its strongly exposed points. Using this 
and Proposition 2.2, we have the following theorem which was given in [30, 
Theoreme I] in a slightly different form. The proof is analogous to that of 
Theorem 2.3, and will be omitted. 
THEOREM 2.5. Assume that X has the RNP. Let M: JZZ -+ 2x be a set-valued 
measure of bounded variation. Then for every A E &‘, x E M(A), and E > 0, there 
exists a generalized selection m of M such that I/ m(A) - x 11 < E. 
Remarks. (1) When 3 is finite dimensional, it was shown in [2, Theorem 8.31 
that if M: S’ -+ 21 is a set-valued measure of bounded variation, then for every 
A E XZ’ and x E M(A), there is a selection m of M such that m(A) = X. The proof 
in [2] is essentially based on the finite-dimensional technique such as induction 
on the dimension. 
(2) If  ZJ is separable (i.e., countably generated) with respect to 1 M I, then 
Theorem 2.5 holds without the assumption of X having the RNP (cf. [7, 
ThCoreme 31). 
3. MEASURABLE SET-VALUED FUNCTIONS 
Hereafter let (9, ~2, p) be a u-finite measure space, and X a real separable 
Banach space. The characteristic function of a set A E JS? is denoted by 1,. Let 
Ll(Q, ~2, p; X) = Ll(52; X) denote the Banach space of (equivalence classes of) 
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Bochner integrable functions f: J2 -+X with the norm IIf& = Jo ]]f(w)]] dp. 
Let F: Q --f 22 be a set-valued function. The graph of F is the set {(w, x) E B x 3E: 
x E F(W)). Given X C 3, the inverse image P”(X) is defined by 
F-l(X) = {w E Q : F(w) A x # o}. 
A set-valued function F: Q---f 23 is called measurable [weakly measurable] if 
F-r(X) is measurable for every closed [resp., open] subset X of 3I. 
For F: Q + 2z such that F( w is nonempty and closed for every w E Sz, we ) 
consider the following conditions: 
(i) F is measurable; 
(ii) F is weakly measurable; 
(iii) for each x E X, the function w w d(x, F(w)) is measurable; 
(iv) there exists a sequence (fn} of measurable fwcticms fn: Q -+ 3 such that 
F(w) = cl (f,(w)} for all w E Sz; 
(v) the graph of F is .x2 @ 99x-measurable, where 93~ is the Bore1 field of J. 
Then the following implications hold: 
(i) * (ii) 9 (iii) 0 (iv) =+- (v). 
Moreover, if (J2, &, II) is complete, then all the conditions (i)-(v) are equivalent. 
For the proofs of these facts, see [17]. 
Let k’[52; 3E] denote the family of weakly measurable set-valued functions 
F: Q-+2x whose values are nonempty and closed. For F E &[sZ; X], define the 
set 
SF1 = (f ELl(SZ; X): f  (w) E F(W) a.e.}, 
which is a closed subset of Lr(Q; 3). Then the integral of F is defined by 
where Snf dp is the usual Bochner integral. This definition was introduced by 
Aumann [3] as a natural generalization of the integration of point-valued 
function. For A E &, sA F dp is the integral of the restriction of F on A. 
A set-valued function FE &[s2; 3E] is called integrably bounded if there is a 
nonnegative real-valued integrabkfunction 5 on Q such that I/ x 11 < t(w) for all 
x and w with x E F(w). Since the function w + 1 F(w)! is measurable, it is clear 
that F is integrably bounded if and only if jn 1 F(w)! dp < co. We shall denote 
P[Q, &, p; 3E] = fl[sZ; SE] the space of all integrably bounded functions in 
&![&I; 3E], where two functions FI , F, E P[Q; 3Z] are considered to be identical 
if F,(W) = F,(W) a.e. Furthermore, we shall denote by gcl[Q, J&‘, TV; x] = 
Zcl[Q; 3Z] the space of all functions in 9l[Q; X] whose values are convex, and 
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by gAJ.0, ,oZ, p; X] = g&,[Q; X] the space of all functions in %[Q; X] whose 
values are compact and convex. In [16], we have treated these spaces P[Q; X], 
A$‘[Q; X], and g&[sZ; X] as complete metric spaces with the following metric: 
where 6 is the Hausdorff metric defined by (1.1) and the measurability of the 
function w t+ 6(F,(w), F,(w)) is easily verified. In this way, these spaces are 
naturally regarded as set-valued generalizations of the space L1(Q; X). 
Let X,,(X) denote the family of all compact convex X E 2x. It is known (cf. 
[9, (5.6) and (5.7)]) that X&X) . 1s a separable complete metric space with respect 
to the Hausdorff metric. Furthermore, according to [24, Theorem 21, Ze,(X) 
can be embedded as a closed convex cone in a (separable) real Banach space f 
in such a way that 
(i) the embedding is isometric, 
(ii) addition in 2 induces addition in Xc,(X), 
(iii) multiplication by nonnegative real numbers in 2 induces the cor- 
responding operation in xl,,(X). 
Using this embedding, we observe that the space g,!,[Q; X] with the metric A 
can be embedded as a closed convex cone in Lr(Q; f) in such a way that 
(i) the embedding is isometric, 
(ii) addition in Ll(Q; f) induces addition in T&[Q; X] which is defined by 
(4 + F,)(w) = F,(w) + Fdw) for 4 ,F, E ~i,JQ; Xl, 
(iii) multiplication by nonnegative real La-functions in Ll(Q; f) induces 
the corresponding operation in Za,[Q; X] which is defined by ((F)(W) = 
f(w) F(w) for F E A?,&[Q; X] and nonnegative real 5 E La. 
In the following, we shall summarize several results which will be useful in 
Sections 4 and 5. . 
(I) Let FI , F, EJ~‘[Q; X]. If Si, = Si, # 0, then F,(w) = F,(w) a.e., 
cf. [16, Corollary 1.21. 
(II) Let FE &?[Q; X], and let {ffl> be a sequence in S,l such that F(W) = 
cl {f,(w)} for all w E ~‘2. Then fw each f  E SF1 and E > 0, there exists a finite 
measurable partition {A, ,..., 
[16, Lemma 1.31. 
4 of Q s*h that Ilf - Ck, la,fn II1 < E, cf. 
(III) Let F E &[.Q; X]. If S,’ # o , then the following equality holds: 
I R IF(w)I 4 = SUP Ilf IL. 
fESF’ 
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Thus F is integrubly bounded if and only if SF1 is nonempty and bounded in Ll(Q; X), 
cf. [16, Theorem 3.21. 
(IV) Let FE P[G; 31 and (co F)(w) = Co F(w) for w E Q. Then 
Co F E Zcl[sZ; X] and Co sA F dp = cl sA Co F dp for all A E ~8, cf. [16, Theorems 
1.5 and 4.11. 
(V) Let FE dpk,[sZ; X]. Th en f OY each f E Ll(fL; X), f E SF1 if and only if 
j’~f4-$Pd~f OY all A E &‘. Moreover if X* is separable, then the same is 
true for any FE pc1[s2; X], cf. [16, (3.4) and Lemma 4.41. 
(VI) Let f be a Bunuch space taken us above. I f  F E 6p,&[Q; X], then for euch 
A E -01, cl sA F dp is equal to the Bochner integral taken as a function in Ll(Q; f), 
cf. [16, Theorem 4.51. 
4. RADON-NIKODYM THEOREMS 
Artstein [2] and Debreu and Schmeidler [lo] discussed Radon-Nikodym 
derivatives of set-valued measures whose values are convex sets in R”. Castaing 
[6] and Godet-Thobie [14] g ave Radon-Nikodym theorems for set-valued 
measures having compact convex values in a locally convex topological space 
under somewhat strong conditions. CostC [30] gave Radon-Nikodym theorems 
with Pettis-type integrals for set-valued measures whose values are closed bound- 
ed convex sets in a separable Banach space. In this section, we shall establish 
Radon-Nikodym theorems for set-valued measures M: & -+ 2X. 
We first note that if F E 9c.Q; X], then M: JZ’ --t 2x defined by M(A) = sA F dp 
is a set-valued measure. Let M: &‘+ 2 X be a set-valued measure, and let 
FE JZ[Q; X]. We call F a Radon-Nikodym derivative of M with respect to p if 
M(A) = 1 F dp, AEYCS, (4.1) 
A 
and a generalized Radon-Nikodym derivative of M with respect to p if 
cl M(A) = cl l F d,u, AEJY. (4.2) 
A 
PROPOSITION 4.1. If F E .&[Q; X] is a generalized Radon-Nikodym derivative 
of Q set-valued measure M: &‘+ 23, then 1 M 1 (A) = SA 1 F(w)1 dp for all 
A E JX?, and thus M is of bounded variation ;f and only ifF is integrably bounded. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the equality for A = Q. Let {A, ,..., A,,} be any 
finite measurable partition of IR. For any xi E M(A,), 1 < i < n, and E > 0, we 
can choose, by (4.2), ft E S& such that 11 xi - JAI fi dp 11 < c/n. Hence we have 
zl II Xi II G gl IA, IIfi(w)Il 4 + E G Q IF(w)I dp + E- 
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This shows that Cy=, I M(A,)] < Jo I F(w)] do, and thus I J!I I (Q) < 
so I F(w)] dp. Conversely if fE SF1, then 
llflll = sup i 11 s,. f + /; < SUP f I MVdI = I A’ l (fib 
i-l I i=l 
where the supremum is taken over all finite measurable partitions (A, ,..., A,} 
of 12. Thus so 1 F(W)] dp < 1 M 1 (n) follows from (III) in Section 3. Q.E.D. 
The following examples illustrate some aspects of Radon-Nikodym derivatives 
of set-valued measures. 
EXAMPLES 4.2. (1) Let mi: &+ 3, 1 < i < n, be X-valued measures. 
Define 
M(A) = 
/ 
i mi(Ai) : Ai E &‘, disjoint, c A, = A AE&. 
i=l i=l 
Then M is a minimal set-valued measure including m, ,..., m, . If each mi is 
given by m,(A) = sA fi dp with fi ~Ll(f2; X), then FE&S& X] defined by 
F(w) = Udw> s-.-t fn(wN is a Radon-Nikodym derivative of M. 
(2) A Radon-Nikodym derivative of a set-valued measure is not necessarily 
unique if any, as is seen by the following: Let (Sz, ~2, TV) be a nonatomic finite 
measure space. Define Fl , F, E 9[sZ; R] by F,(w) = (0, l> and F,(w) = [0, I] 
for w E 52. Then it is readily verified that sA Fl dp = sA F, dp = [0, p(A)] for 
every A E sf, 
(3) Let (Q, J@‘, CL) b e a finite measure space, and 9 a sub-u-field of &. 
Let F E F[G; X]. We have given in [16’J the conditional expectation b[F / 91 of 
F relative to 9. It has been shown that &‘[F / 4 E Y1[J2, 9, p; X] and 
cl 1’“’ b[F j 91 dp = cl s, F dp, A ES, 
-A 
where the integral on the left-hand side is taken on the measure space (a, F, p). 
Thus, in other words, b[F 1 91 is a generalized Radon-Nikodym derivative of 
the set-valued measure M: .9r -+ 2s defined by M(A) = JA F dp for A E 9. 
A set-valued measure M: G’ + 2X is called p-ccmtinuous if p(A) = 0 implies 
M(A) = {O}. It is immediate that M is p-continuous if and only if 1 M I is so. 
We now present the existence of generalized Radon-Nikodym derivatives as 
follows: 
THEOREM 4.3. Assume that X has the RNP. Let M: ZZ’ -+ 23 be a p-continuous 
set-valued measure of bounded variation. Then M has a generalized Radon-Nikodym 
derivative contained in 9[Q; 31. 
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Proof. Take a collection {&} of at most countable pairwise disjoint atoms of 
p such that ut B, is the atomic part of ~1, and define F: ui Bi -+ 2x by F(w) = 
cl WWP(Bd f or w E Bi . Then, since Bi’s are atoms of M, it is easy to see 
that cl M(A) = cl sA F dp for every A E ~2, A C ui Bi . 
Thus we may assume without loss of generality that p is nonatomic. Since 
1 M 1 is p-continuous, 1 M 1 is also nonatomic and hence so is M. Therefore 
Theorem 1.2 shows that cl M(A) is convex for every A E &. Since X is separable, 
it follows from Theorem 2.5 that there exists a sequence {mJ of generalized 
selections of M such that cl M(Q) = cl (r&Q)]. For each j > 1, since m, is of 
bounded variation and p-continuous, an fj EL~(SZ; 3) is chosen so that mj(A) = 
sAfj dp for all A E .oY. Now take a countable set 
g : g = i aifj, Us > 0 rational, i cll~=l,A>l) 
I=1 j=l I 
and define FE .&[Q; X] by 
F(w) = cl {g(w): g E W= = U&J)>), UEA 
We shall prove that F is a generalized Radon-Nikodym derivative of M. It is 
clear that 
cl M(S2) = cl(m@)} C cl s, F dp. (4.3) 
Let f E S) and c > 0 be given. By(I1) in Section 3, we can choose a finite measur- 
able.partition {A, ,..., Ale) of .Q and functions g, ,. .., gk E U such that 
Let n be an integer such that for 1 < i < k, we get gi = zy=, c+, fj where 
c+ > 0 and Cy=, ai = 1. Then we have 
and 
gl gl aijm,(A n Ai) E $I cl M(A n Ai) C cl M(A), A E JFZ’- 
Consequently it follows that cl sA F dp C cl M(A) for every A E JY. Now suppose 
that cl M(A) is not equal to cl sA F dp for some A E &. Then, since cl sA F dp 
is convex, there exists, by the separation theorem, an x* E X* such that 
sup <% x*> > JF6,<X, x*>, 
2sM(A) 
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and so we have 
contradicting (4.3). Thus (4.2) is p roved. Finally FE 59[sZ; X] follows from 
Proposition 4.1. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Assume that X has the RNP. Let 1M: ~2 -+ 2T be a set- 
valued measure of bounded variation. Then there exists a set-valued measure 
M’: &--+ 23 such that M’ has convex values and Co M(A) = cl M’(A) for all 
A Ed. 
Proof. It follows from the above theorem that M has a generalized Radon- 
Nikodym derivative FE p[J2; X] with respect to p = 1 M I. Then, by (IV) in 
Section 3, we have Co F E 9?[.f2; X] and 
GM(A) =E?$Fdp =clj-*ZGFdp, AESZZ. 
Defining M’(A) = sA Co F dp f or A E JZZ, we have the desired conclusion. 
Q.E.D. 
With additional assumptions, we have the existence of Radon-Nikodym 
derivatives as follows: 
THEOREM 4.5. Assume that X has the RNP and that %* is separable. Let 
M: ZZ? -+ 2X be a p-continuous set-valued measure of bounded van&m having 
weakly compact values. Then M has a Radon-Nikody derivative contained in 
di”[Q; X]. 
Proof. Taking {&} as in the proof of Theorem 4.3 and defining F(w) 
= M(B,)/p(BJ for w E Bi , we have M(A) = SA F dp for every A E &, 
A C (Ji Bz . Thus we may assume that M is nonatomic. Then it follows from the 
proof of Theorem 4.3 that there exists an FE 9$J; 3E] which is a generalized 
Radon-Nikodym derivative of M. To prove (4.1), it now remains to show that 
sA F dp is closed for each A E &. 
It suffices to consider the case A = 52. Let {f,,] C SF1, x E X, and 
II .I-nfn dcl - x II + 0. Th en we can take a countable field &s C & such that 
F E 9$2, -Pe, t.~; X] and { f,J C Ll(s2, Jll: , CL; X) where &I is the u-field generated 
by Jrl’, (cf. [13, p. 1681). F or each A E do , since <sA fn dp} C M(A) and M(A) is 
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weakly compact, {sA fn dp} has a weakly convergent subsequence. Thus, by the 
Cantor diagonal process, there exists a subsequence {g,} of {fn} such that 
{sA g, dp} is weakly convergent for every A ~&o. Since ]]g,(w)]j < IF(w)1 a.e., 
it is easy to see that {J’,, g,, dpj is weakly convergent, to m(A), for every A E &I . 
Then m: -pl: + 3E is a finitely additive set function. Moreover, since Ij m(A)11 
< 1 M 1 (A) for all A E &I , it follows that m is countably additive. Hence there 
exists a g ELI@, s;l: , p; X) such that m(A) = sA g dp for all A E &I . Since 
J., g dp E cl sA F dp for all A E &r , we get g E S,i by (V) in Section 3, and hence 
x = Jog dp E Jo F dp. Thus Jo F dp is closed. Q.E.D. 
The following theorem asserts that a generalized Radon-Nikodym derivative 
of a set-valued measure can be determined by a sequence of Radon-Nikodym 
derivatives of real-valued measures. The result may be regarded as an abstraction 
of that suggested by the proof of [2, Theorem 9.11. 
THEOREM 4.6. Assume that X has the RNP and that X* is separable. Let 
1M: G? -+ 2x be a p-continuous set-valued measure of bounded variation. If  (Q, &, /.L) 
is nonatomic, then there exists a unique F E TQ[t?; X] which is a generalized Radon- 
Nikodym derivative of M. Moreover if {xn*} is a sequence dense in X*, then 
F(w) = fi {x E X : <x, x,*) < WAJ4.4(~)~ a.e., 
n=1 
where d4,ldr-L is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of a real-valued measure defined by 
Proof. We have already shown in the proof of Theorem 4.3 that there exists 
an FE -Epc1[J2; X] which is a generalized Radon-Nikodym derivative of M. Let 
{xn*} be dense in SE *. For n > 1, the set function $n defined as above is clearly a 
p-continuous bounded real-valued measure on ~2. Define G: a + 2x by 
G(w) = fi {x E X : (x, x,*) < (d+$p)(~)>, OJEQ. 
V&=1 
We may assume that G( w is nonempty for every w E 52, modifying d$,ldp, ) 
n > 1, in a p-null set. Since the graph of G is &’ @ as-measurable, it follows 
that G is weakly measurable with respect to d, i.e., the completion of &. Thus, 
by (I) in Section 3, to show that F(w) = G(w)a.e., it suffices to prove SF1 = Sol. 
If f  E SoI, then 
so that 
(f(w), x,,*) < (d+,/dtL)(w) a.e., n 3 1, 
683/8/1-S 
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Since cl M(A) is convex for every A E &, it follows that 
S,f dpccl M(A) = cl S,Fdp, AE&. 
Therefore we have f E SF1 by (V) in Section 3. Thus SG1 C SF1, and the converse 
is easily verified. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Let M: JZ? + 2r be a p-continuous set-valued measure of bounded 
variation. Note that a generalized Radon-Nikodym derivative of M can be taken 
uniquely on the atomic part of TV. Thus the above theorem asserts that if 3E* 
is separable, then a generalized Radon-Nikodym derivative of M is unique 
under the condition that its values are convex on the nonatomic part of CL. 
5. MJGWJRES WITH COMPACT CONVEX VALUES 
In this section, we shall discuss Radon-Nikodym derivatives of set-valued 
measures having compact convex values. Let &&(X) be the metric space of all 
compact convex X E 2r, and let f be a Banach space in which 9&(X) is em- 
bedded as stated in Section 3. Then we observe that a set-valued measure 
M: .JZ? -+ s&(X) of bounded variation can be regarded as an A-valued 
measure. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let V C 3&(X). Then %? is relatively compact in .%&I) if and onb 
if there exists a compact subset C of 3E such that X C C for all X E V. 
Proof. If C is a compact subset of X, then the set {X E .X,,(ZiZ): X C C} is 
compact in Z&(X) (cf. [15, p. 1721). C onversely, let %? C $&(3E) be compact, and 
let C = uXEOP X. To show that C is a compact subset of X, let (x,} be any 
sequence in C. Take a sequence {X,} in V f or which x, E X, , n > 1, and choose 
a subsequence (Xnk} such that 8(X++, X0) -+ 0 where X,, ~g. Then we have 
4xnk > X,,) + 0, and hence {xn,} has a subsequence which is convergent to some 
element in X,, . Thus C is compact. Q.E.D. 
Rieffel [26] established necessary and sufficient conditions for a Banach 
space-valued measure ‘to be the indefinite integral of a Bochner integrable 
function. In the following, we give the set-valued extension of Rieffel’s 
theorem. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let M: ZI -+ X,&Z) be a set-valued measure. Then M has a 
Radon-Nikodym a%rivative contained (unique&) in S?&[Q; 3E] if and only if the 
following three conditions hold: 
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(i) M is ~-continuous, 
(ii) M is of bounded variation, 
(iii) given A E d with 0 < p(A) < CO, there exist a B C A and a compact 
subset C of X such that p(B) > 0 and M(B’)/p(B’) C C for all B’ C B with 
p(B’) > 0. 
Proof. Regarding M as an g-valued measure, we deduce from (VI) in 
Section 3 that M has a generalized Radon-Nikodym derivative in 9&[52; X] if 
and only if M is the indefinite integral of a function inLl(G; f). As to A-valued 
measure M, the conditions stated in [26] are translated, according to Lemma 5.1, 
to the above (i), (ii), and (iii). Thus Rieffel’s theorem asserts that M has a general- 
ized Radon-Nikodym derivative in U&J@ X] if and only if(i), (ii), and (iii) hold. 
To prove the theorem, it will suffice to show that if F E ,EpaJsZ; X] is a general- 
ized Radon-Nikodym derivative of M, then F is in fact a Radon-Nikodym 
derivative of M. To see this, let F E Z&J@ X] be a generalized Radon-Nikodym 
derivative of M, and we shall show that sA F dp is closed for every A E &. It is 
sufficient to show the case A = Sz. We shall now proceed as in the proof of 
Theorem 4.5. Let {fn> C SF1, x E X, and (1 ssafn dp - x I/ + 0. Take a countable 
field &‘s C & such that FE 9i,[s2, SB, , p; X] and {fn} CU(G, &I , CL; X) where 
& is the u-field generated by s4a . There exists a subsequence {g,} of {fn} such 
that {sA g, dp} is strongly convergent for every A E dO. Then it is seen that 
{sA g, dp) is strongly convergent, to m(A), for every A E &I , and m: &i + X is a 
selection of M. Since FE Y;“a,[Q, ,rS, , CL; X] is a generalized Radon-Nikodym 
derivative of M 1 J;s , the condition (iii) holds for M / Jaz, . Thus we deduce that 
given A E&~ with 0 < p(A) < co, there exists a B C A, B E &I such that 
p(B) > 0 and the set 
{m(B’)/p(B’): B’ E -Qll, B’ C B, p(B)) > 0) 
is relatively compact. Hence, by Rieffel’s theorem, there exists a 
g EJyfZ, 4 , ct; 3) such that m(A) = SA g dp for all A E &I . Since 
jAgdpEclSAFdp for all AEdI,gES F1 follows from (V) in Section 3, and 
hence x = Jog dp E Jo F dp. Thus Jo F dp is closed. Q.E.D. 
Remarks. (1) As in [26], the condition (iii) can be strengthened to the 
following: Given A E & with 0 < p(A) < co and given E > 0, there exist a 
B CA and a compact subset C of X such that p(A\B) < E and M(B’)/p(B’) C C 
for all B’ C B with p(B’) > 0. 
(2) Let S be not separable, and let M: &-+X&(X) be a set-valued 
measure satisfying (i), (ii), and (iii). Then it is easily seen from an exhaustion 
argument that there is a separable subspace 3, of X such that M(A) E X&X,) 
for all A E JJ. Thus the above theorem works well also in this case. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let M: &‘-+ X&(X) be a p-continuous set-valued measure 
of bounded variation. If there is a compact subset C of X such that M(A) C 
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1 M 1 (A) C for all A E &‘, then M has a Radon-Nikodym derivative contained in 
=qc[Q Xl. 
Proof. Since 1 M 1 is p-continuous and 
Jf(A)h(A) = (I M I W/P(~) C, AESY, 
it is readily verified that the condition (iii) in Theorem 5.2 is satisfied. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5.4. If F E Z&[J2; X], then $A F dp E S’&I) for all A E &. 
Proof. Define M: d + 2x by M(A) = cl sA F dp It follows from (VI) in 
Section 3 that M is a set-valued measure having values in G&(X), and so F is a 
generalized Radon-Nikodym derivative of M. Then F is in fact a Radon- 
Nikodym derivative of M, as is seen in the proof of Theorem 5.2. Thus the 
corollary is proved. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Corollary 5.4 means that in (VI) cl jA F dp can be replaced by 
sA F dp itself. Th’ h 1s as b een observed in [16] under a redundant assumption 
that X has the RNP. The converse of Corollary 5.4 is not valid. Indeed, according 
to [30, Example I], there is an FE ?&l[G; la] such that sA F dp E Xc,(&) for all 
A E &, but F(W) 4 $&(I,) for all w E .G. 
6. SET-VALUED CONDITIONAL EXPECTATIONS AND MARTINGALES 
In this section, let (G, -02, CL) be a probability space. We shall discuss condi- 
tional expectations and martingales of set-valued functions in 9’&[J2; X]. A 
related treatment has been given in [16]. 
Let 2 be a Banach space as stated in Section 3. Let F E .9k,[G; X]. Then, by 
(VI) in Section 3 together with Corollary 5.4, lA F dp is equal to the Bochner 
integral taken as a function in Ll(J2; f). If 9 is a sub-u-field of ~9 and 
FE 9,&[sZ, F, CL; X], then it is seen that for each A E e IA F dp taken on the 
base space (G, ,QI, p) is equal to the integral of F on the base space (J& R CL). 
We first obtain the existence of conditional expectations in Yi,,[sZ; X] easily as 
follows: 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let She a sub-a-$eld of ~4’ and F E 9iPfJQ; JE]. Then there 
exists a unique B[F Iq E’Z’~,[Q, e p; X] such that 
~AW-VY dp = j-/h AE9. (6-l) 
Proof. Regarding FE 9:$2; X] as a function in Ll(G; f), we can take a 
conditional expectation of F reIative to F contained in Ll(.Q, q CL; f). This 
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conditional expectation corresponds to a set-valued function B[F 1 g] E 
Z&[s2, z PI; XJ, and we obtain (6.1) immediately. The uniqueness is readily 
verified from (I) and (V) in Section 3. Q.E.D. 
We call B[F 191 taken above the conditional expectation of F relative to 9? 
Considering the space U(sZ; f), we obtain the following inequality immediately: 
Let T be a directed set and (9, , 7 e T) a family of sub-u-fields of &such that 
.F,, C ST, for TV < ~a . A system {F, ,9, , T E T} is said to be a martingale if 
F, E g$[I;;z, f17 , CL; X] and FT, = &[F,, ) F7,3 for 7i < ~a. 
Let {F, , ST, 7 E T} be a martingale in Z&[sZ; X]. To consider its convergence, 
it may be assumed that z&’ is generated by UT g7 . We can define the set function 
M: (J7 9, --+ X&X) by M(A) = lim, jA F, dp, A E (J7 sr , which is finitely 
additive. Now suppose that {I F,(e)1 : 7 E T} is terminally uniformly integrable, 
i.e., given B > 0 there exist a ~a E T and an 01 > 0 such that 
J(IF,(.~~,a) lFh~)l dr-L < c for all 7 3 r. . Then it is easy to see that M can be 
extended to a set-valued measure M: .G’ -+ X&X) which is p-continuous and of 
bounded variation. Moreover, it can be observed that the net {FI) converges in 
9&$2,; X] with respect to the metric d if and only if the above extended M has a 
Radon-Nikodym derivative in Z$[Q; X]. Thus the following theorem is ob- 
tained from Theorem 5.2. Indeed, if X is finite dimensional, then the condition 
(iii) is implied by (i) and (ii) in Theorem 5.2. 
THEOREM 6.2. Assume that X is Jinite dimensional. Let (F, , R7 ,7 E T} be a 
martingale in S,$[Q; X]. If{1 F,(.)I : 7 E T} is terminally um&rmly integrable, then 
the net {F7} converges in 9iC[Q; X] with respect to the metric A. 
Finally we present a more general convergence theorem when T = { 1,2,3, . ..}. 
For {F, , 9m , B > I} with F, E Z&[G’, Ffi , CL; X], we give the following condi- 
tions: 
which are equivalent to 
F&l C &IF,, I -%,1(w) 
F&l 3 @‘n+, I %I+> 
AeTn,n > 1, (6.3) 
A~*~,n>l, (6.4) 
a.e., n > 1, 
a.e., it > 1, 
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respectively. Let n 3 l} be a usual submartingale [or supermartingale] 
such that every r:.pEr n is nonnegative. If  we define F, E 9&J?, S,, p; R] by 
F,(W) = [O, &(W)], then (F, , F, , n 2 l} satisfies the above condition (6.3) 
[or resp., (6.411. We now present the following: 
THEOREM 6.3. Assume that X is finite dimensional. Let {Fn , Ffi , n > l} be 
such that Sj C 9Tjj+1 and F, E 5?h,[Q, 9% , p; X] fog n > 1. If  either (6.3) OY (6.4) 
is satis$ed, and if supn sn 1 F,(w)\ dp < 00, then there exists un F, E 5?&JsZ; X] 
such that S(F,(w), F,(W)) + 0 a.e. Moreover if {I F,(.)I : n > I} is unzformZy 
integrable, then d(F, , F,) + 0. 
Proof. We shall prove the case of (6.3). The case of (6.4) can be proved 
similarly. Let (6.3) be satisfied. By (6.2), we have 
This shows that {I F,(.)l, Sn , n > l} is a submartingale. Thus there exists a 
4 E Ll(Q; R) such that I F,(w)1 ---f & w a.e. (cf. [32, p. 3241). For X E S&(x) and ) 
y* E X*, we define 
Qc Y*) = ;;;<x7 y*>. 
For each y* E X*, using [16, Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.21, we have 
s(Fn(.>, Y *> ~L’(f4 K , p; R) and 
jA s(Fn(w), Y*) 4 = sup j <f(w), Y*> dp 
I+ A 
= I s(Fn+l(wh Y *I dp> AESn,n 3 1. A 
This shows that @(F,(e), y*), Sfl, n > l} is a submartingale. Since 
sup j I  @n(w), y*)l dtL G  I IY* I I  l sup j IFn(wN dw < m 78 0 73 a 
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it follows that s(Fn(w), y*) converges a.e. For any E > 0, we take y,* ,..., yk* E 3E* 
with 11 yi* /I = 1 such that 
{x* E x* : II x* 1) = l} c fi {X* E x* : 11 x* - yi* )I < l >. 
i=l 
Then it is easy to see that 
s(x~ y, G ,Fiyk I s(xt Yi*) - s(ya Yi*)l + 41 x I + I y I), 
x y E %e(Q 
We now have 
G IFtFk I s(Fn(w)s Yi*) - s(Fn’(w>9 Yi*)l + 41 Fn(W)l + I Fn’(W)l), 
n, It’ > 1. 
Therefore we deduce that for a.e. w E G, the sequence {F,(w)} is Cauchy with 
respect to the metric 8. Thus there exists some F, E JZ[52; X] with values in 
.X&(X) such that ti(F,(w), F,(w)) -+.O a.e. Since I F,Jw)I < f(w) a.e., we have 
F, E LY&JsZ; X]. Finally if {I F,(.)I : n > l} is uniformly integrable, then so is 
{6(F,( .), F,(.)) : tt 2 l}, so that A(Fn , F,) + 0. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Using the arguments in the above proof, we can also prove 
Theorem 6.2 directly. Theorem 6.3 is not true for the infinite-dimensional case, 
even if X is a Hilbert space. 
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